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Abstract
This paper proposes to enrich RBMT
dictionaries with Named Entities
(NEs) automatically acquired from
Wikipedia. The method is applied
to the Apertium English–Spanish
system and its performance compared
to that of Apertium with and without
handtagged NEs. The system with
automatic NEs outperforms the one
without NEs, while results vary when
compared to a system with hand-
tagged NEs (results are comparable for
Spanish→English but slightly worst
for English→Spanish). Apart from
that, adding automatic NEs contributes
to decreasing the amount of unknown
terms by more than 10%.
1 Introduction
NEs usually refer to several types of proper nouns
(e.g. people, locations, organisations) and in
some cases also to numeric expressions (e.g. data,
time, currency). In this work the term NE is used
as a synonym of proper noun.
Let us take a look at the distribution of NEs
in running text by using the English version of
Europarl (Koehn, 2005). This corpus is Part-of-
Speech (PoS) tagged and NEs are identified with
the FreeLing toolkit (Atserias et al., 2006). The
mean number of times each instance is seen in the
corpus is very low for NEs (1) compared to other
∗This research has been partially funded by the EU
project PANACEA (7FP-ITC-248064).
PoS, such as common nouns (3) and verbs (7).
Likewise, the average of number of occurrences
(24) is also much lower for NEs than for com-
mon nouns (295) and verbs (888). Conversely,
the number of different instances is much higher
(87,682) than for common nouns (26,918) and
verbs (7,635).
These distributional properties of NEs (a huge
amount of different instances and a very low num-
ber of occurrences per instance) together with
their dynamic nature (new NEs appear at a much
higher rate than for other PoS) (Mann, 2002)
make it impractical to build NE resources manu-
ally. On the other hand, their morphology is sim-
pler compared to other PoS,1 and therefore auto-
matic acquisition procedures are more feasible.
The aim of this paper is to add automatically
acquired NEs to the dictionaries of a Rule-Based
Machine Translation (RBMT) system. Specif-
ically, we consider the Apertium (Tyers et al.,
2010) English–Spanish engine. Around one third
of the entries (8,000) in its bilingual dictionary are
proper nouns. However, they cover less than 10%
of the NEs that appear in the English version of
Europarl.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
The following section introduces MINELex, a NE
lexicon derived from Wikipedia. After that we
introduce our methodology, which basically adds
NEs extracted from MINELex to Apertium’s dic-
tionaries. This is followed by a description of the
software developed. Subsequently, we provide
1This applies to the languages covered in the article. In
some languages NEs are inflected and thus this claim does
not apply.
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the evaluation, and compare the performance of
the new system to vanilla Apertium. Finally we
outline some conclusions and propose lines of fu-
ture work.
2 MINELex
The Multilingual and Interoperable Named En-
tity Lexicon (MINELex) (Toral et al., 2008;
Attia et al., 2010) is a language resource
made up of NEs automatically acquired from
Wikipedia for 11 languages2 and connected
to semantic units of four computational lexi-
cons (English WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), Span-
ish WordNet (Verdejo, 1999), Arabic Word-
Net (Rodrı´guez et al., 2008) and the Italian
PAROLE-SIMPLE (Ruimy et al., 2002)) and
to nodes of two ontologies (SUMO (Niles and
Pease, 2001) and SIMPLE (Lenci et al., 2000)).
In addition, equivalent NEs in different languages
are connected by means of interlingual links.
Each NE is associated with confidence scores (the
number of occurrences of the NE in a corpus and
the percentage of times it occurs capitalised), thus
allowing the selection of different subsets of the
resource according to the requirements and pur-
pose of the application.
Table 1 summarises the number of NEs, vari-
ants of these NEs (different written forms) and
relations of these NEs for English and Spanish.
English Spanish
NEs 948,410 99,330
Variants 1,541,993 128,796
Instance relations 1,366,899 128,796
Table 1: NEs in MINELex
3 Methodology
Given a language pair, our method extracts pairs
of equivalent NEs from MINELex that satisfy cer-
tain restrictions (the NE has a minimum num-
ber of occurrences and a minimum percentage
of occurrences are capitalised). Subsequently,
these NEs are inserted into Apertium’s dictio-
naries. This entails inserting the source NE in
2Arabic, Catalan, Dutch, English, French, Italian, Nor-
wegian, Portuguese, Romanian, Spanish and Swedish
Apertium’s source-language dictionary, the tar-
get NE in Apertium’s target-language dictionary
and transfer information in the bilingual dictio-
nary. No morphology or semantic information
is considered. For each NE to be inserted in a
monolingual dictionary, these attributes are set:
category proper noun (np), subcategory generic
(al) and number singular-plural (sp). For Span-
ish, an additional attribute gender with the value
masculine-feminine (mf) is added.
The following is an example of a NE from
MINELex and the corresponding entries that are
created in the Apertium dictionaries. The element
“e” in the XML code contains an entry while the
element “pardef” defines an inflection paradigm,
which can be shared among several entries.3
MINELex data:
NE English = Yekaterinburg
NE Spanish = Ekaterimburgo
Number occurrences = 190
Percentage capitalised = .95
Apertium English dictionary:
<pardef n="Aachen__np">
<e><p><l/><r>
<s n="np"/>
<s n="al"/>
<s n="sp"/>
</r></p></e>
</pardef>
[...]
<e lm="Yekaterinburg">
<i>Yekaterinburg</i>
<par n="Aachen__np"/>
</e>
Apertium Spanish dictionary:
<pardef n="Aquisgra´n__np">
<e><p><l/><r>
<s n="np"/>
<s n="al"/>
<s n="mf"/>
<s n="sp"/>
</r></p></e>
</pardef>
[...]
3Detailed information about Apertium’s dic-
tionary format can be found in the following
URL http://xixona.dlsi.ua.es/˜fran/
apertium2-documentation.pdf
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<e lm="Ekaterimburgo">
<i>Ekaterimburgo</i>
<par n="Aquisgra´n__np"/>
</e>
Apertium English–Spanish dictionary:
<e><p>
<l>
Yekaterinburg
<s n="np"/>
<s n="al"/>
</l>
<r>
Ekaterimburgo
<s n="np"/>
<s n="al"/>
<s n="mf"/>
</r>
</p></e>
4 Software
Two command-line applications have been de-
veloped in order to carry out the methodology
presented in the previous section: minelex2plain
(m2p) and minelex2apertium (m2a).
m2p is a C++ program that exploits the
MINELex API in order to extract a subset of NEs
and related data according to a set of parame-
ters. These are the source-language, the target-
language, a threshold for the minimum number
of occurrences, a threshold for the minimum per-
centage of capitalised occurrences, whether to ig-
nore those NEs whose lemmas are equal in both
languages and whether to ignore variants (i.e.
only output full forms). The output of this pro-
gram is plain text where each line contains a NE
equivalence between the two languages and is
made up of a set of fields separated by tabs: NE
in the source-language, NE in the target language,
direction4 (LRL if both NEs are full forms, LR if
the source NE is a variant and RL if the target
NE is a variant), number of occurrences and per-
centage of capitalised occurrences. An example
follows:
Yekaterinburg Ekaterimburgo LRL 190 .95
Ekaterinenburg Ekaterimburgo LR 190 .95
Yekaterinburg Yekaterimburgo RL 190 .95
4This field determines the direction of translation in
Apertium. LRL entries will be translated bidirectionally, LR
only left to right, and RL only right to left.
m2a is a perl script that reads as input the out-
put from m2p and inserts the relevant data into
Apertium dictionaries. It takes as parameters
three Apertium dictionary files (source-language,
target-language and bilingual dictionary). An ex-
ample of the output has been already shown in the
previous section.
5 Evaluation
This section presents the evaluation. First, in 5.1
we describe the experimental environment. Then,
in 5.2, we show the results obtained and draw con-
clusions from them.
5.1 Data and metrics
The baselines are based on the last stable version
of Apertium English–Spanish at the time of writ-
ing (0.7.1).5 Two baselines are considered. The
first is the Apertium engine without any modifica-
tion (en–es nes), while the second is the Apertium
engine without NEs (en–es no nes).
NE-enriched systems are built with different
values for the thresholds minimum of occurrences
(25, 50, 100 and 200) and minimum percentage of
occurrences capitalised (.75, .8, and .85). These
values are chosen empirically.
We evaluate the systems on the News Com-
mentary 2007 English–Spanish test set (nc-2007)
from WMT08,6 which contains 2,000 sen-
tence pairs. The following metrics are used
in our experiments:, BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002), NIST (Doddington, 2002), TER (Snover
et al., 2006), GTM (Turian et al., 2003),
METEOR (Lavie and Denkowski, 2009),7
METEOR-Next (Denkowski and Lavie, 2010)7
and DCU-LFG (He et al., 2010).7 Furthermore,
we provide for each system execution the amount
of unknown tokens (UNK) in the source side of
the test set. Statistical significance tests are car-
ried out for BLEU and NIST (with ARK’s code)8
and for GTM (using FastMtEval).9 P-value is set
5http://sourceforge.net/projects/
apertium/files/apertium-en-es/0.7/
apertium-en-es-0.7.1.tar.gz
6http://www.statmt.org/wmt08/devsets.
tgz
7These are only applied when the target language is En-
glish.
8http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/MT/
9http://www.computing.dcu.ie/
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to 0.05.
5.2 Experiments
Prior to running the actual experiments, we need
to know what is the importance of handtagged
NEs in Apertium’s dictionaries, so we compare
the performance of Apertium with and without
NEs.
Results are shown in Table 2. The addition of
NEs reduces by roughly one third the number of
unknown terms. There is also a notable improve-
ment in performance across all the MT metrics
(more than one absolute point for BLEU, TER,
GTM and METEOR).
Once the importance of NEs has been demon-
strated, we design two experiments in order to
provide answers to the following two research
questions:
1. Can the NEs from MINELex obtain compa-
rable performance to the handtagged NEs in
Apertium’s dictionaries?
2. Can the NEs from MINELex add significant
value to the handtagged NEs in Apertium’s
dictionaries?
In the first experiment we add NEs from
MINELex to Apertium without NEs and com-
pare the results both to Apertium with NEs and
Apertium without NEs. Results are shown in
Table 3 (for English→Spanish) and Table 4 (for
Spanish→English). The two values in the col-
umn System stand for the values for the thresh-
olds (minimum occurrences and minimum per-
centage of occurrences capitalised).
For both directions, the results obtained are
very similar for all the different combinations
of the two parameters used in the system. For
English→Spanish (Table 3) and for all the met-
rics, Apertium with handtagged NEs obtains bet-
ter scores than Apertium with automatic NEs, and
this system obtains better scores than Apertium
without NEs (absolute improvements of .0085 for
BLEU, .15 for NIST, .0064 for TER and .0093 for
GTM). In both cases the difference is statistically
significant for BLEU, NIST and GTM.
In the case of Spanish→English (Table 4),
Apertium with handtagged NEs obtains better
˜nstroppa/index.php?page=softwares
System UNK BLEU NIST TER GTM
25,.75 2150 .2056 6.6537 .6222 .4985
25,.8 2189 .2057 6.6547 .6217 .4988
25,.85 2276 .2053 6.6396 .6224 .4978
50,.75 2198 .2060 6.6764 .6189 .5000
50,.8 2237 .2061 6.6767 .6185 .5003
50,.85 2322 .2056 6.6610 .6192 .4993
100,.75 2334 .2060 6.6879 .6173 .5007
100,.8 2372 .2061 6.6882 .6168 .5010
100,.85 2457 .2057 6.6723 .6176 .5000
200,.75 2441 .2058 6.6903 .6164 .5006
200,.8 2481 .2059 6.6899 .6158 .5009
200,.85 2563 .2055 6.6740 .6166 .4999
no nes 3440 .1976 6.5389 .6222 .4917
nes 2285 .2119 6.7641 .6084 .5054
Table 3: Adding NEs to Apertium without NEs
(en→es)
scores than Apertium with automatic NEs, while
this system obtains better scores than Apertium
without NEs (absolute improvements of .0084 for
BLEU, .14 for NIST, .0074 for TER, .008 for
GTM, .009 for METEOR, .0082 for METEOR-
Next and 0.123 for DCU-LFG). In both cases
the difference is statistically significant for GTM,
whereas only the difference between the last
two is statistically significant for BLEU (.21 vs
.2016) and NIST (6.2882 vs 6.1521). According
to these tests, Apertium Spanish→English with
handtagged NEs and with automatic NEs has a
comparable performance with respect to BLEU
(.21 vs .2127) and NIST (6.2882 vs 6.3277).
In the second experiment we add NEs from
MINELex to Apertium with NEs and compare the
results to Apertium with NEs. Results are shown
in Table 5 for the direction English→Spanish, and
Table 6 for the direction Spanish→English.
In this second experiment the results obtained
are again very similar for all the different com-
binations of the two parameters used in the sys-
tem. For English→Spanish (Table 5), all the MT
metrics but GTM exhibit a very slight decrease in
performance, although the differences in BLEU
(.2117 vs .212), NIST (6.7577 vs 6.764) or GTM
(.5055 vs .505) are not statistically significant. On
the other hand the amount of unknown terms is
reduced by up to 11.3% (system configurations
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System UNK BLEU NIST TER GTM MET MET-N DCU-LFG
en→es no nes 3440 0.1976 6.5389 0.6222 0.4917 - - -
en→es nes 2285 0.2119 6.7641 0.6084 0.5054 - - -
es→en no nes 3027 0.2016 6.1521 0.7091 0.5073 0.6034 0.5216 0.4970
es→en nes 1936 0.2127 6.3277 0.6969 0.5182 0.6169 0.5315 0.5109
Table 2: Apertium performance with and without NEs
System UNK BLEU NIST TER GTM MET MET-N DCU-LFG
25,.75 1979 .2100 6.2842 .7027 .5151 .6119 .5294 .5084
25,.8 2002 .2098 6.2791 .7029 .5148 .6115 .5292 .5079
25,.85 2087 .2083 6.2584 .7041 .5136 .6102 .5281 .5057
50,.75 2019 .2100 6.2879 .7020 .5153 .6124 .5298 .5093
50,.8 2042 .2098 6.2828 .7022 .5150 .6119 .5295 .5088
50,.85 2127 .2083 6.2620 .7034 .5137 .6106 .5285 .5066
100,.75 2078 .2100 6.2882 .7017 .5152 .6123 .5297 .5090
100,.8 2100 .2099 6.2831 .7019 .5149 .6118 .5295 .5085
100,.85 2181 .2083 6.2616 .7031 .5136 .6105 .5284 .5063
200,.75 2303 .2097 6.2826 .7021 .5146 .6118 .5295 .5088
200,.8 2325 .2096 6.2790 .7023 .5144 .6114 .5293 .5082
200,.85 2403 .2083 6.2613 .7032 .5134 .6103 .5284 .5064
nones 3027 .2016 6.1521 .7091 .5073 .6034 .5216 .4970
nes 1936 .2127 6.3277 .6969 .5182 .6169 .5315 .5109
Table 4: Adding NEs to Apertium without NEs (es→en)
System UNK BLEU NIST TER GTM MET MET-N DCU-LFG
25,.75 1725 .2133 6.3297 .6978 .5184 .6172 .5317 .5113
25,.8 1725 .2133 6.3291 .6979 .5184 .6172 .5317 .5113
25,.85 1733 .2132 6.3280 .6979 .5183 .6171 .5317 .5112
50,.75 1750 .2134 6.3352 .6970 .5188 .6178 .5322 .5122
50,.8 1750 .2134 6.3346 .6971 .5187 .6177 .5322 .5122
50,.85 1758 .2133 6.3335 .6971 .5187 .6176 .5321 .5121
100,.75 1789 .2135 6.3368 .6968 .5188 .6178 .5322 .5118
100,.8 1789 .2135 6.3362 .6968 .5187 .6177 .5322 .5118
100,.85 1793 .2133 6.3344 .6969 .5186 .6176 .5321 .5117
200,.75 1830 .2135 6.3362 .6968 .5187 .6176 .5321 .5122
200,.8 1830 .2135 6.3356 .6969 .5186 .6175 .5321 .5122
200,.85 1831 .2135 6.3356 .6969 .5186 .6175 .5321 .5122
nes 1936 .2127 6.3277 .6969 .5182 .6169 .5315 .5109
Table 6: Adding NEs to Apertium with NEs (es→en)
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System UNK BLEU NIST TER GTM
25,.75 2027 .2104 6.7112 .6146 .5028
25,.8 2027 .2105 6.7122 .6144 .5028
25,.85 2031 .2106 6.7129 .6143 .5029
50,.75 2052 .2108 6.7347 .6115 .5043
50,.8 2052 .2109 6.7357 .6114 .5044
50,.85 2054 .2109 6.7359 .6114 .5044
100,.75 2089 .2113 6.7472 .6097 .5051
100,.8 2089 .2113 6.7482 .6096 .5052
100,.85 2091 .2114 6.7484 .6096 .5052
200,.75 2141 .2117 6.7568 .6088 .5054
200,.8 2141 .2117 6.7577 .6087 .5055
200,.85 2141 .2117 6.7577 .6087 .5055
nes 2285 .212 6.764 .608 .505
Table 5: Adding NEs to Apertium with NEs
(en→es)
25,.75 and 25,.8).
Conversely, in the case of English→Spanish
(Table 6), we see a slight improvement for all
MT metrics, which is statistically significant for
BLEU (.2135 vs .2127), NIST (6.3362 vs 6.3277)
and GTM (.5122 vs .5109). The number of un-
known terms is reduced by up to 10.9% (system
configurations 25,.75 and 25,.8).
6 Conclusions
This paper has studied the importance of NEs
in the Apertium RBMT system for the English–
Spanish language pair and has explored the en-
richment of its dictionaries with automatically ac-
quired NEs.
The role of the handtagged NEs in the sys-
tem has been found to be very relevant as it not
only reduces by one third the number of unknown
terms, but also exhibits a sustained improvement
across a set of MT evaluation metrics. For exam-
ple, NEs prevent wrong translations in those cases
in which the surface form may have other analy-
sis. E.g. the Spanish lemma “Zapatero” might re-
fer to the common noun shoemaker or to the NE
president of Spain, therefore identifying the cor-
rect meaning in the text is vital in order to produce
the correct English translation.
Automatically added NEs improve a system
without handtagged NEs. When comparing au-
tomatically added NEs to the system with hand-
tagged NEs, different results are found depending
on the language direction. For English→Spanish,
automatically added NEs perform slightly worse
than a system with handtagged NEs. Con-
versely, for Spanish→English, automatic NEs ob-
tain comparable results to using handtagged NEs.
For English→Spanish, adding NEs to the hand-
tagged ones obtains comparable results, while
for the other direction results do significantly in-
crease. In both cases, the addition of NEs reduces
the amount of unknown terms by more than 10%.
Yet another contribution of this work is the
availability of the software developed under the
GNU General Public License. This comprises
mainly software that extracts NEs from MINELex
and inserts them into Apertium’s dictionaries and
is available at http://www.computing.
dcu.ie/˜atoral/#Resources.
Regarding future work, we plan to apply this
methodology to other language pairs in order to
see whether the same trends apply. In addition,
we would like to extend the method by acquiring
morphologic features, as this would allow to ap-
ply our methodology to languages where NEs are
inflected.
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